
SMahzad Pahlavan of Mahzad Homes 
knew early she would be happiest in the 
design world. “In Iran, particularly in Tehran 
where I grew up, custom homes are rare,” she 
says. “Too many people and not enough land, 
so mid- and low-rises are the norm.” 

Right after school, it was trial by fire for 
the young Mahzad, who holds a design and 
architecture degree from Tehran University. 
Her father, a prominent builder working 
on a penthouse at the time, said, “it’s yours 
to design.” Her sister, visiting the United 
States, brought back design magazines and 
Mahzad was inspired. “When it was finished, 

demand for that penthouse made it the most 
expensive ever sold in the area, and I was 
hooked,” she says. Is her dad, Ahmad, involved 
in the business? “Not officially, but when 
I talk business, it’s often to him,” Mahzad 
admits. “Dad taught me about running and 
managing a business.” His most valuable piece 
of advice? “Don’t give orders; gain people’s 
trust and respect and they will work with 
heart.” Her loyal trades are proof it was good 
advice. This home, built for young married 
couple Brett and Alex, perfectly reflects 
their lifestyle. And isn’t that the goal of every 
custom builder worth her salt?

Some of us are lucky enough to know what we want to 
be when we grow up, the rest of us must find our way. 

A WOMAN’Stouch
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LEFT: Touches of sparkle 
in the dining room create a 
moody glow for candle-lit 
dinners. BELOW: Stained-
glass shows the attention to 
detail. OPPOSITE: Custom 
millwork adds formal 
elegance to the living room.
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On the exterior, a touch of chateau with 
elegant French-style rooflines and copper 
capping on windows complements the grey 
stone. A beige portico keeps things balanced. 
“Too much grey can be cold,” says Mahzad. 
Wrought-iron pickets border the steps leading 
up to the house. They gradually widen, “like 
arms opening to welcome you,” describes 
Mahzad. The house is deceiving. On a fairly 
narrow 45-foot lot, one has no idea how spacious 
and elegant an interior awaits. Staggered ceiling 
heights, careful layering of materials, neutral 
tones and repeated French-style symbolism and 
shape make for inviting spaces.

In the kitchen, an oval window is an 
inspired addition. “We regularly give 
Window City unique challenges,” Mahzad 
laughs. She favours sweeping expanses of glass 
panes, but it’s an engineering feat to ensure 
they are structurally sound. A stunning leafy 
ancient willow in the backyard is framed 
dead centre in the breakfast room’s 20-foot, 
three-storey window. “It was too beautiful not 
to highlight,” says Mahzad.

As with most of the homes she builds, 
Mahzad worked with Georgio Lolos 
of Georgio Lolos Designs. “I give him 
my ideas and he takes them to the next 
level.” The kitchen was installed by Babak 
Kitchens and features everything a hip urban 
couple could desire. Today, entertaining 
happens in the kitchen and family rooms, 
so we connect them, making them large and 
functional. “It’s a meeting of beauty and 
practicality,” says Mahzad. Continued on page 53

An unforgettable room with a view, 
the kitchen dining nook welcomes 
the outdoors. OPPOSITE, TOP: 
Understated glamour can be found 
throughout with sparkling touches. 
BOTTOM: The kitchen brims with 
details, from curved moulding to a 
herringbone backsplash.

A white and chrome 
Brizo faucet 
complements the 
smal l-format 
subway tiles.

Everything comes 
up roses with an 
integrated bud vase.
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The shimmering backsplash is mother-of-
pearl inlay and quarried Thasos marble from 
Greece, custom-cut in chevrons. Chestnut 
Flooring developed a custom stain that 
combines mahogany, ebony and, “a bit of this 
and that,” says Mahzad, bringing out the 
patterned grain of the white oak herringbone 
hardwood. The large five-by-nine-foot marble 
island was sized for entertaining. Chrome 
fixtures with silicone sleeves are from Brizo. 
Mazhad refers to them as the swans, their colour 
and shape reminiscent of the bird’s graceful 
neck. Creamy white cabinets, interspersed 
with mullion detailing, run to the ceiling. The 
detailing repeats on the family room’s grey built-

ins flanking the crystal rock gas fireplace. 
Casing, trim and doors were supplied by 

Balmoral Lumber and Millwork Ltd. Tiny 
details matter. Even wall vents in this house 
were upscaled by design – the latticework has 
a definite French feel.

Lighting is from Union Lighting and 
Furnishings. Chandeliers, varying in size, 
hang in almost every room. They are from the 
Versailles Collection, displaying teardrop 
pendants, Swarovski crystals and a rich brass 
finish. Off the front entrance, grey, flushed 
porcelain tiles stand up well to snow and dirt. 
The home office on the left features leaded, 
custom glass doors cut with elegant motifs.

Continued on page 54

Deep grey cabinetry 
makes a strong 
statement without 
being intimidating 
OPPOSITE, LEFT: A 
luxury home office is 
a clean yet glamorous 
space where ideas 
can flow freely. TOP 
RIGHT: An elevator 
provides easy transit 
between floors. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: 
Understated wallpaper 
and an elegant cabinet 
vanity complete the 
powder room.
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Upstairs, the master bedroom’s snow-melt balcony delivers 
an expansive view of the outdoors. “We always give options to 
meet budgets,” says Mahzad. “Most people do not have unlimited 
budgets. Do you prefer a balcony, luxury gas fireplace and upscale 
fixtures in the master, or oversize his-and-hers walk-ins with 
expensive cabinetry and detailing?” In the en suite, luxury awaits 
with furniture-finish cabinetry and fixtures inset with Swarovski 
crystals. Mirrored lower cabinets reflect the sparkle of tiny silver 
leaf mosaics laid into the floor. Louis Vuitton-inspired design 
elements in the shower enhance the luxe feeling. “No one has time 
for long, lazy baths anymore,” says Mahzad, so she incorporated 
four jet massagers into the steam shower’s design. The soaker tub, 
sitting in the sunny private windows, is for moments when time 
is not an issue. Continued on page 56

ABOVE: Beautiful herringbone floors lead the way to a lovely open 
stairwell. TOP RIGHT: The master bedroom integrates cabinetry for extra 
storage. RIGHT: A pretty sitting area looks out to a balcony with heated 
floors. OPPOSITE: Vaulted ceilings, a chrystal chandelier, mixed metals 
and soft upholstery add drama to the master bedroom.
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When the build was finished, all that was left for Alex 
and Brett to do was introduce pops of their favourite 
colours and finishes – gold, brass, silver, dusty rose, 
creamy beiges and elegant upscale furnishings with the 
help of Rita Reznik, Interior Decorator from Virez 
Home Interiors.

Mahzad means “born from the moon” – it’s a beautiful 
name for this tiny dynamo builder. This home reflects her 
passion for building – beautiful elegant spaces, sensual 

flow from room to room, the pairing of unusual materials 
across a backdrop of neutrals that will never grow old or 
tired. “The price of homes has increased tremendously, 
so I make it my business to work with clients’ budgets to 
keep luxury within reach,” she says. The most exciting part 
of being a builder? “Probably the day you finish and your 
client is walking around the house with joyful tears in their 
eyes – you know you’ve produced something wonderful,” 
says Mahzad.  OH

The opulent finishes in 
the master en suite will 
never grow old or tired.

CUSTOM HOME DESIGNER / BUILDER
Mahzad Homes, Inc. is a Toronto custom home building firm involved with many projects including spec homes, custom 

homes, contraction and project management. Our philosophy has always been to find the ordinary in the unique, rare, and 
beautiful and seamlessly work that into our perfectly proportioned and tailored architecture and interiors.

beauty is in the details
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